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Abstract

 

Global endeavors to reduce emissions in the shipping industry are accelerating the interest in fuel cell 

system. This paper explores the application of different fuel cell types (LT-PEMFC, HT-PEMFC and 

SOFC) in combination with different fuels (LH2, LNG, MeOH and NH3) in expedition cruise ships. 

The goal of this paper is to evaluate the impact of the combination of fuel cell system implementation 

and operational profile on the design of expedition cruise vessels. Impact is expressed in ship size, 

capital cost, operational cost and emissions. The impact model takes into account: fuel storage, 

onboard fuel processing, fuel cell system characteristics, balance of plant components, fuel cost over 

operational lifetime and emissions of fuel cell & fuel processing. In the research, 7 different fuel cell 

systems and 3 different hybridization options are considered.  

 

1. Introduction 

 

Due to the severe possible consequences of climate change, IMO adopted several emission targets and 

regulations with the goal to reduce global warming, IMO (2013,2018b). Fuel cells are considered as a 

promising solution to reduce hazardous emissions and to comply to these regulations, Alkaner and 

Zhou (2006), Biert et al. (2016), Choi et al. (2016), Boudghene Stambouli and Traversa (2002), Evrin 

and Dincer (2019), Luckose et al. (2009), Tronstad and Langfeldt (2017). They have demonstrated 

lower heating value efficiencies of 60%, Payne et al. (2019), (even 70% when used with combined 

generator cycles, Patel et al. (2012)) compared with internal combustion engine generators reaching 

up to 45%, Biert et al. (2016). Cruise tourism is one of the most carbon emitting tourism segments, 

with an average of 160 kg CO2 per passenger per day, Baldi et al. (2018). Cruise lines are highly 

interested in the use of fuel cell systems on their ships. Besides complying to the IMO regulations, 

cruise lines have an additional interest in sustainable power generation:  

 

i) Several cruise lines report the increasing demand of their customers to reduce their 

environmental footprint, CLIA (2019), Alessandro (2019). This makes sustainability a 

competition aspect between cruise lines.  

ii) Cruise lines state that continued access to ports is vital for future business operations, 

Alessandro (2019) and local legislators are restricting access for cruise ships with high 

emissions, for instance in Norwegian Fjords and Port of Amsterdam, Claus (2019), 

Kerkhof (2019), WHC ( 2018).  

 

This research focuses on expedition cruise, which is a luxury segment of the cruise industry with a 

strong focus on (Ant)arctic areas. Fuel cells have several advantages for cruise ships compared to the 

conventional solution (internal combustion engine generators): reduction in emissions, high 

efficiency, good part load characteristics, high redundancy, low maintenance and no noise and 

vibrations, Biert et al. (2016), Hristovski et al. (2009), Larminie and Dicks (2003), Minnehan and 

Pratt (2017), Siemens (2013). However, fuel cell implementation still struggles with: high capital 

expenses, size of fuel storage, lack of fuel infrastructure, short lifetime, slow transient behavior and 

low technological readiness, Biert et al. (2016), Larminie and Dicks (2003), NN (2004), Tronstad and 

Langfeldt (2017), Volger (2019). 

 

1.1 Current literature 

 

Current research of fuel cell implementation in (cruise) ships was reviewed. Biert et al. (2016) did a 
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very extensive review of fuel cells for marine applications, covering fuel cell types, fuel processing, 

efficiency, power & energy density, dynamic behavior, environmental impact, safety & reliability and 

economics. It was concluded that LT-PEMFC fueled with liquefied hydrogen (LH2) could be a 

solution for ships with mission requirements up to 12 hours. High temperature fuel cell systems in 

combination with hydrocarbon fuels can provide high efficiency and low emission solutions for ships 

with mission requirements of several days, Biert et al. (2016). Volger (2019) researched alternative 

fuels for cruise vessels. He concluded that hydrogen as fuel for fuel cells has most impact on the 

design of a cruise ships. Geertsma and Krijgsman (2019) executed a case study for the application of 

fuel cells on board of navy support ships. They proposed a methodology to review alternative power 

system designs based on: mass & volume, capital & operational expenditure, technological readiness, 

fuel availability and emissions. They concluded that for fuel cells to be commercially used in ships, 

improvements in technological readiness, efficiency and cost of the fuel cell are necessary. Minnehan 

and Pratt (2017) studied the use of fuel cells on board of various ship types. They concluded that 

available volume of the vessel is the main technical constraint of the fuel cell system. The following 

was concluded from reviewing literature:  

 

i) Performance differences for different fuel type and fuel cell type combinations are often 

not considered.  

ii) Little research is performed in cost impact and often not considering fuel cost.  

iii) The realized emission reduction is often not provided in the research. 

 

1.2 Research objective 

 

The problem is stated as follows: It is not known which fuel cell systems are most suitable for 

expedition cruise ships, how they should be applied and what their impact is on ship design, 

operability, cost and emissions. This information is necessary to successfully apply fuel cell systems. 

The research objective follows directly out of the problem statement: Evaluate the impact of the 

combination of different fuel cell systems and operational profiles on the design of expedition cruise 

vessels, in terms of ship size, ship building cost, fuel cost and emissions. 

 

2. Preliminary selection of fuel cell systems 

 

Based on literature, Biert et al. (2016), Burel et al. (2013), Das and Gadde (2013), Ellis and 

Tanneberger (2016), Klerke et al. (2008), Larminie and Dicks (2003), Leites et al. (2012), Pan et al. 

(2005), Schneider and Dirk (2010), Tronstad and Langfeldt (2017), Semelsberger et al. (2006), 

Zamfirescu and Dincer (2008), liquefied hydrogen (LH2), liquefied natural gas (LNG), methanol 

(MeOH) and ammonia (NH3) are selected as potential fuel types. LT-PEMFC, HT-PEMFC, MCFC 

and SOFC are selected as potential fuel cell types. Every combination of fuel type and fuel cell type 

represents a different fuel cell system, in terms of equipment and performance. A system decomposi-

tion is used to express the performance of these different fuel cell systems, Fig.1.  

 

 
Fig.1: Generic overview of fuel cell system on board of a ship 
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The fuel cell systems are divided in fuel storage, fuel processing, fuel cell power pack and balance of 

plant. The performance is expressed by combining the performance of the different components. The 

performance is expressed in power density, energy density (gravimetric and volumetric) and specific 

cost of FC system, fuel storage system and generated electricity. Fuel cell lifetime and fuel cell 

efficiency are included in the performance. Table I quantifies the performance. The options that 

performed worse than other options on all stated criteria were discarded. E.g., MCFC performs badly 

on volumetric and gravimetric power density and does not perform better on any areas than all the 

other fuel cell types. The remaining seven different fuel cell systems are shown in Table II. 

 

Table I: Performance of different fuel cell and fuel combinations on energy density, power density 

and costs. The performance is based on fuel storage equipment, fuel processing equipment, 

fuel purification equipment, the fuel cell power pack and electric balance of plant compo-

nents. The presented data includes fuel cell system efficiency and lifetime of fuel cell stacks 

in order to compare different options fairly. Derived from Biert et al. (2016), Chandan et al. 

(2013), Geertsma and Krijgsman (2019), Ellis and Tanneberger (2016), De-Troya et al. 

(2016), Fournier et al. (2006), Kee et al. (2005), Klerke et al. (2008), Larminie and Dicks 

(2003), Lan and Tao (2014), Law et al. (2013), Minnehan and Pratt (2017), Pan et al. 

(2005), Peters et al. (2016), Thounthong et al. (2009), NN (2004), Søndergaard et al. 

(2017), Kar Chung Tse et al. (2011), Volger (2019) and supplier specifications. 

 
 

Table II: Selected fuel cell systems out of performance 

 
 

3. Method 

 

It was determined that an impact estimate of the seven selected fuel cell systems is most useful during 

the first design phase. Consequently, the design method is adjusted to the available information and 

required accuracy in this design stage. Fig.2 shows the workflow of the impact model, which will be 

explained in the following sections. 

 

3.1 Input 

 

In the first design phase, the cruise line delivers general requirements (passenger capacity and luxury 

level), a preliminary design (general arrangement) and the operational profile of the cruise ship. The 

main dimensions, number of passengers and operational profile are used as input, together with the 

desired fuel type, fuel cell type and hybridization strategy. Three hybridization strategies are defined: 
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• Full fuel cell powered ship - All energy is generated by fuel cells. Its main advantage is that 

no extra engine room is required for diesel generators. However, large fuel storage and an 

expensive power generation system are expected. 

• Hybrid 1: Fuel cell power generation for auxiliaries - All power for auxiliary systems 

(including hotel) is provided by the fuel cell system. All power for propulsion is provided by 

the diesel generator set. The advantage of this option is that less balance of plant components 

are required to ensure the dynamic power capabilities of the power generation system. Fuel 

cells (especially HT FC) struggle with transient loads, Biert et al. (2016), Larminie and Dicks 

(2003), and need to be combined with components with good transient behavior, Choi et al. 

(2016), Minnehan and Pratt (2017), Welaya et al. (2011). From studying the on board power 

demand, it was concluded that the auxiliary load is much more constant (smaller changes in 

power demand per time step) than the propulsion load, resulting in lower balance of plant re-

quirements. The disadvantage of this option is that the ship cannot operate solely on fuel cells. 

• Hybrid 2: Diesel generators to support in transit - The transit operation, which requires the 

most stored energy and installed power, is supported with diesel generators. The transit 

operation is not part of a regular cruise, but executed a few times per year to get the ship to a 

different cruise location. Since fuel storage is critical for a fuel cell powered ship, this option 

provides a way to cope with long ranges and huge storage tanks, while still operating mostly 

on fuel cells. The extra advantage of hybrid option 2 is that the most harmful emissions are 

mainly emitted outside sensitive areas, which supports in complying to ECA regulations, IMO 

(2020a,b).  

 

In this paper, model results for different inputs (fuel type, fuel cell type, hybrid strategy) will be 

compared. 

 

 
Fig.2: Schematic overview of workflow of impact model 

 

3.2. Data 

 

A parent set of ships is used to give a suitable suggestion for the main ship parameters. 36 expedition 

cruise reference ships are used which were defined as the luxury segment (>50GT/PAX) from a 

database of 291 cruise ships. The used reference ships range from 5000 to 70000 GT. The power 

density, energy density and specific cost for the different fuel cell systems, Table I, is used to 

determine the volume, weight and cost of the concerned fuel cell system. 

 

3.3. Model 

 

The ship requirements are combined with the parent set to estimate the required propulsion power and 

auxiliary power. Following, the volume, weight and cost of the fuel cell system can be calculated 
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from the performance data. The propulsion power is combined with the operational profile and the 

propeller law to calculate required energy and energy usage. The first defining the weight, size and 

cost of the fuel storage system and the second defining fuel cost and emissions. This section shortly 

explains these different steps in the model. For a full understanding of the model refer to the report of 

van Veldhuizen (2020) where the model considerations and the used equations are explained. 

 

3.3.1. Ship parameters 

 

Regression relations retrieved from reference ships are used to suggest a suitable ship. The GT is 

estimated on the basis of the passenger capacity. The regression relation with GT is used to estimate 

the displacement. The other ship dimensions are also estimated with use of the GT. To make sure 

there is no mismatch with the block coefficient CB and the desired speed, the 𝐶𝐵 is calculated and 

compared in the model with the CB of reference ships with a comparable speed. 

 

3.3.2 Installed power estimation 

 

The required power consists of the power required for propulsion and the power required for 

auxiliaries (including hotel). The required propulsion power is calculated with the admiralty formula 

and is thus based on the displacement and the ship speed. The admiralty constant is derived from the 

reference ships. Note that the admiralty constant is only constant for relatively small changes in 

displacement and ship speed, Bertram (2012). The evaluated ship must not deviate much from the 

reference ship, so this developed method will not be suitable for evaluating an expedition cruise ship 

with unique design requirements, like a very high maximum speed.  

 

The auxiliary power is defined in this research as all required power besides the propulsion. For 

expedition cruise ships, the auxiliary power is dominated by the hotel power. The auxiliary power is 

defined as function of the number of passengers (PAX). The amount of auxiliary power per passenger 

is also very dependent on the luxury level. For luxury ships the HVAC needs to cover more volume 

per passenger and luxury equipment also requires power. Table III shows how much auxiliary power 

is installed per passenger for different luxury levels on average. Dependent on the hybridization 

strategy, the required power is divided over the fuel cell plant and the diesel plant. 

 

Table III: Average auxiliary power (including hotel power) per passenger for different luxury classes, 

based on reference ships (SD=standard deviation) 

 
 

3.3.3. Energy estimation 

 

Using the operational profile as input, it is possible to determine the required energy on board 

(defining the fuel storage size) and the energy usage (defining the fuel cost and emissions). The 

desired speed and propeller law are combined to estimate the required power for every sail mode in 

every defined operation. Harbour, manoeuvring, slow cruising and cruising are used as sail modes. 

The defined operations are Atlantic crossing, coastal cruise and (Ant)arctic cruise, which are 

distinctive itineraries. With the required power and the time for every sail mode, it is estimated how 

much energy is necessary for all operations. 

 

• Required energy on board - The required energy on board defines the weight, volume and 

cost for the storage of the different fuels. A fuel margin is defined to make sure delays in the 

operational profile are possible or to be able to sail a little faster when behind schedule, both 

increasing the fuel consumption. Consulting Damen engineers, a 10% fuel margin is used for 

the DG generators. For the FC system a 20% margin is needed, to make sure the range 
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requirements can still be met at the end of the lifetime of the fuel cell stacks; the efficiency of 

the stacks decreases over their lifetime. 

• Energy usage - The energy usage in every operation is used to determine the fuel cost and 

emissions. The energy required for an operation is combined with the relative frequency of 

occurrence of the operations to determine how much energy is used yearly for every 

operation. The usage rate of the different operations is defined as the percentage time the 

cruise line executes a certain operation yearly, for instance 10% transit, 50% coastal operation 

and 40% arctic operation. This especially matters for the yearly fuel consumption of hybrid 

option 2 where MGO is consumed in transit and alternative fuel is consumed in other 

operations. The yearly energy usage equals the sum for the different operations. 

 

3.3.4. Fuel cell system implementation 

 

At this point in the model the required power, required energy and energy consumption of the (hybrid) 

fuel cell system are known. This is combined with the fuel cell system performance, Table I, to 

calculate the volume, weight, capital cost and fuel cost of the fuel cell system. The required ship 

volume for the fuel cell system (and of the diesel generator system for a hybrid system) consists of the 

volume of the power plant (including space for maintenance and other systems) and the ship volume 

to store the concerning fuel. The power density and energy density data in Table I already include the 

efficiency of the fuel cell system. The weight of the fuel cell system is determined analogously. 

 

The cost of the fuel cell system (and of the diesel generator system for a hybrid system) is also 

dependent on the power pack and the fuel storage. The cost of the power pack is equal to the required 

power times the cost per kW. The cost of the fuel storage is equal to the required energy on board 

times the cost per kWh for fuel storage.  

 

The fuel cost of the (hybrid) fuel cell system depends on the yearly energy consumption, the 

operational lifetime and the cost of generated electrical energy, the latter depending on the fuel cost 

and the efficiency of the system. The efficiency of the fuel cell system decreases linearly with 10% 

over the lifetime of the fuel cell stacks. This implies a 10% increase of the required energy in the fuel 

storage and a 5% increase in fuel consumption over the lifetime. 

 

 
Fig.3: Consequences of increasing ship size to fit fuel cell system. Scheme shows 1 iteration in design 
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3.3.5. Fit the fuel cell system in the ship 

 

To fit the fuel cell system the ship size is increased, consequently increasing many other ship para-

meters like installed power and energy consumption. Fig.3 shows on which parameters the increase in 

ship size has an impact. This impact is iterative: when the ship size increases, the required power 

increases, increasing the size of the power plant and fuel storage, further increasing the ship size.  

 

• Increase in ship size - While increasing the ship size it is checked whether the increase in ship 

size is driven by the volume of the fuel cell system or the weight of the fuel cell system. 

Whether the increase in ship size is volume driven or weight driven was observed to be 

different per fuel cell system, per hybrid option and dependent on the operational 

requirements. Following, the actual increase in GT is determined out of the increase in 

displacement, using regression data. The increase in ship size is defined in GT because an 

extra cost per GT is defined to take into account extra cost for a larger ship, besides the 

increase in cost of the fuel cell system, such as cost of: steel weight, systems and cables.  

• Increase of power plant - The increase in ship size results in a higher required propulsion 

power, due to an increase in ship resistance. The increase in propulsion power is again 

calculated with the admiralty constant of the reference ships via the increase in displacement. 

• Increase in required energy - When the required propulsion power increases, the required 

energy on board increases (when range and speed remain constant). An increase in the 

required energy consequently increases the volume, weight and cost of the fuel storage 

system. 

• Increase in energy consumption - When the required propulsion power increases, the energy 

consumption also increases (when operational profile remains constant). This has a direct 

impact on the fuel cost. 

• Iteration process - At the end of one iteration the ship design does not converge: extra volume 

is calculated for the fuel cell system, but it is not yet fitted into the ship. When iterating 

infinitely the extra required space approaches zero and thus the increase in ship size 

approaches zero. This is the case because ∆𝐺𝑇 becomes smaller every iteration. Several 

iterations were performed, and it was found that after one iteration ∆𝐺𝑇 is smaller than 0.5% 

of the total 𝐺𝑇 for all combinations of fuel cell system and hybridization options. 

Consequently, one iteration is sufficient to exclude significant mutations from the end result. 

 

Table IV: Specific emissions per generated MWhe for selected FC systems and conventional solution, 

including system efficiency, Altmann et al. (2004), Biert et al. (2016), Bloom Energy 

(2019), http://convion.fi/products/, Höhlein et al. (1996), Isaacs et al. (2013), Siemens (2013), 

Soltani et al. (2014). The emissions for MGO fueled diesel generator is derived with Damen 

mechanical engineers. As can be seen in the table, the NOx, SOx and PM emissions are not 

significant compared to those of a conventional system. 

 
 

3.3.6. Emissions 

 

The main purpose of fuel cell implementation in shipping is to reduce emissions. So, it is relevant to 

indicate the fuel cell system emissions compared with a conventional solution. This shows the 

http://convion.fi/products/
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effectiveness of implementing such a system. Although fuel cell emissions are drastically lower than 

emissions of a conventional solution, Biert et al. (2016), Larminie and Dicks (2003), it should be 

noted that for some fuel and fuel cell combinations significant emissions remain, Bloom Energy 

(2019), Geertsma and Krijgsman (2019), http://convion.fi/products/, Lee et al. (2015), Strazza et al. 

(2010). The emissions over the operational lifetime are calculated with use of Table IV, which shows 

the specific emissions for CO, CO2, NOx, SOx and particulate matter (PM). This data includes the 

efficiency of the different fuel cell systems. Fuel cells have very low sulfide tolerance (ppm range), 

meaning sulfides (in H2S form) are already extracted from the fuel before reforming, Larminie and 

Dicks (2003). Zinc oxide is used to subtract the H2S from the fuel. The absorbent is regenerated and 

H2S is stored separately, NN (2004). Consequently, for all considered fuel cell systems the SOx 

emissions are zero. 

 

3.4. Model verification 

 

A vast number of calculation steps is implemented in the model, making the chance on typing and 

programming errors significant. The following verification methods of Sargent (2010) are used:  

 

i) Structured walk through.  

ii) Balance checks of sums, averages and or combinations of parameters, Table V.  

iii) Testing of extreme model conditions.  

 

Table V: Verification of model: balance checks to verify output and intermediate values of the model 

 
 

3.5. Model validation 

 

After model verification confirmed that the presented model is correctly programmed, the reader 

should also get the confidence that the programmed model has sufficient accuracy for the model’s 

intended purpose over the application range of the model, Sargent (2010). Full scale validation by 

comparing the model results with similar models or real-life examples is not possible. Similar models 

are not found and there are no expedition cruise ships on which fuel cell systems are implemented on 

a large scale. The validation methods that were executed for this model are, Sargent (2010): 

 

• Data validation - The calculated performance data was presented to fuel cell experts and 

checked versus their knowledge of these systems. 

• Benchmarks - Intermediate results of the model were benchmarked using research results and 

knowledge of suppliers and fuel cell experts. Examples of executed benchmark validations 

are:  

i) Size of LNG reforming plant is approximately 3 times the size of the power pack for 

LNG fueled LT-PEMFC.  

ii) Size of a 2 MW LTPEMFC plant. 

• Logical interpretation of results - The results were interpreted and reasoned whether these 

http://convion.fi/products/
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model outputs would match expectations from reality. Result interpretation is done in the next 

section where the results will also be presented. 

• Sensitivity analysis - The input and/or internal parameters of the model were systematically 

changed to determine the impact on the model output. Input is varied in section 5 in terms of 

range, endurance and GT. 

    

4. Results 

 

This section compares the results of the impact model for different fuel cell systems and hybridization 

strategies. They are generated for an average ship (compared to the reference ships). The main 

particulars of this average ship are shown in Table VI. The main requirements and operational profile 

for the evaluated fuel cell powered ship are shown in Table VII and Fig.4. In all results, the model 

output is presented. This means for instance, when the volume of the fuel cell system is presented, it 

already includes the extra volume of the system that is necessary because the required power and 

required energy increased during the design iteration. 

 

Table VI: Main particulars of average ship (average with respect to reference ships) for which the 

results are generated. The model uses PAX and luxury level as starting point, of which the 

other parameters are derived. 

 
 

Table VII: Requirements of evaluated fuel cell powered ship. Derived from operational profiles and 

requirements of several expedition cruise ships. 

 
  

 
Fig.4: Used operational profiles for generated results 
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4.1. Fuel cell system 

 

In this section, the characteristics of the fuel cell implementation are compared with the diesel 

generator system that would be necessary for a ship with the same requirements. Fuel cell implemen-

tation has an influence on the volume, weight and cost with respect to the conventional system. 

 

 

 

Fig.5: Increase in volume; left: Increase in volume of (hybrid) fuel cell system with respect to the 

volume of the DG system that would be necessary for a conventional ship. This graph includes 

power plant and fuel storage; right: Contribution of fuel storage system and power plant to 

volume increase of (left) for the full FC option (for the hybrid options the graph is similar). 

 

Fig.5 (left) shows the increase in volume of the (hybrid) fuel cell system compared to the 

conventional system. The volumetric power density and volumetric energy density data of Table I 

were used to acquire these results. The volume increase is by far the largest for the LH2 fueled LT-

PEMFC system. LNG fueled SOFC offers the lowest increase in volume for all hybrid strategies of 

which hybrid option 2 (DG for transit) results in the smallest volume increase of all 21 options. The 

full fuel cell powered ship requires most volume for the fuel cell system; the diesel for transit option 

requires the lowest volume for all different fuel cell systems. Fig.5 (right) shows the contribution of 

the fuel storage and the fuel cell power plant to the volume of the FC system. The volume of all 

considered fuel cell systems is mainly driven by fuel storage. 

 

  
Fig.6: Increase in weight; (left) Increase in weight of (hybrid) fuel cell system with respect to the 

weight of the DG system for a conventional ship. This graph includes power plant and fuel 

storage; (right) Contribution of fuel storage system and power plant to weight increase of 

(right) for the full FC option (for the hybrid options the graph is similar). 

 

Fig.6 (left) shows the increase in weight of the (hybrid) fuel cell system compared to the conventional 

system. The gravimetric power density and gravimetric energy density data of table 1 were used to 

acquire these results. The weight increase is the largest for the LH2 fueled LT-PEMFC system. This 

can be explained by the high weight of the hydrogen storage tanks. For all considered fuel cell 

systems, the weight increase is mainly driven by the weight of the fuel storage, Fig.6 (right). For fuel 

cell systems fueled by LNG, there are options where the required fuel cell system is lighter than the 

conventional system, due to the low gravimetric energy density of LNG storage. This implies that for 

these options, the increase in ship size to fit the fuel cell system is purely volume driven.  

 

Fig.7 (left) shows the increase in cost (from the perspective of the ship builder) of the whole fuel cell 

system compared to the conventional system. The capital cost data of Table I were used to acquire 

these results. Very large cost increases are found, especially for SOFC systems. Where volume and 

weight were mostly driven by the fuel storage system, the power generation system dominates in 

driving the cost (with exception of LH2 fueled LTPEMFC), Fig.7 (right). 
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Fig.7: Increase in cost; (left) Increase in cost of (hybrid) fuel cell system with respect to the cost of the 

DG system for a conventional ship. This graph includes power plant and fuel storage; (right) 

Contribution of fuel storage system and power plant to increase in cost of (left) for the full FC 

option (for the hybrid options the graph is similar). 

 

4.2. Increase in ship size 

 

Since the (hybrid) fuel cell system is bigger than the conventional system, the ship size was increased 

to fit the fuel cell system. Fig.8 shows the increase in GT for the different fuel cell systems and hybrid 

options. The figure shows that the increase in ship size is very different per fuel cell system and 

hybrid option. Hybrid option 2 (DG for transit) consistently leads to the lowest increase in ship size. 

Overall, LNG fueled SOFC in combination with hybrid option 2 leads to the lowest increase in ship 

size. This was expected due to the high power-density of LNG and high efficiency of SOFC. 

 

 
Fig.8: Increase in GT during the design iteration with respect to GT of conventional ship (in order to 

fit FC system in the ship). 

 

4.3. Increase in cost 

 

Fig.9 shows the increase in newbuild price for the different fuel cell systems and hybrid options 

compared to the same ship with conventional power generation. As was also reported for Fig. 7, the 

cost is still dominated by the cost of the power plant (expect for LH2 fueled LT-PEMFC). The ‘rest of 

ship cost’ scales linearly with Fig.8, since a constant cost increase per GT was defined for the design 

iteration. Fuel cell systems that use SOFC cause the highest increase in newbuild price, due to the 

high cost of SOFC per kW.  

 

 
Fig.9: Increase in newbuild price with respect to the newbuild price of a conventional ship with equal 

requirements. The data labels indicate the total increase in newbuild price. 
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For every hybridization strategy, the MeOH fueled LT-PEMFC results in the lowest increase in 

newbuild price. LNG fueled LT-PEMFC also offers a low increase in newbuild price for hybrid 

option 1 (FC for auxiliaries) and hybrid option 2 (DG for transit), followed by LH2 fueled LT-PEMFC 

combined with hybrid option 2. 

 

The increase in newbuild price is combined with the increase in fuel cost in order to give a well-

founded recommendation on the financial impact of different fuel cell systems and hybrid options. 

Fig.10 shows the total increase in cost compared to the newbuild price plus the fuel cost of a 

conventional ship with equal requirements. The total cost is from the perspective of the cruise line. 

Time value of money and finance cost are not taken into account. As becomes clear from this figure, 

the fuel cost has a big impact on the economic viability of the option, especially for the LH2 and NH3 

fueled fuel cell systems. It can be concluded that a ship equipped with LNG fueled LT-PEMFC is the 

best option for all hybridization strategies from a total cost perspective (perspective of the cruise line). 

This can be explained by the decrease in fuel cost by LNG. The next best performing options from 

this perspective are MeOH fueled LT-PEMFC and LNG fueled SOFC for hybrid option 1 and 2. 

Between the different hybridization strategies, the increase in total cost is slightly lower for hybrid 

option 2 for most considered fuel cell systems. 

 

 
Fig.10: Increase in total cost over ship lifetime (15 years) with respect to the newbuild price and fuel 

cost over ship lifetime for a conventional ship with equal requirements. Note that the data 

label (total increase in cost) does not correspond with the height of the bar, since the bars do 

not stack for negative values. 

 

4.4. Emissions 

 

While interpreting results, keep in mind that the main driver for implementing fuel cell systems is the 

reduction of emissions. Fig.11 shows the normalized reduction in emissions compared with the 

CO2 targets. The LNG fueled LT-PEMFC, MeOH fueled HT-PEMFC and MeOH fueled SOFC 

exceed the 2030 CO2 target for all hybridization strategies. Only the LH2 fueled LT-PEMFC and 

NH3 fueled SOFC do not exceed the 2050 goals (for all hybridization strategies). Fig.12 shows the 

normalized reduction in emissions compared with NOx, SOx, and PM regulations. For the full fuel cell 

powered solutions, all upcoming regulations (inside and outside ECA zones) are easily met, since 

NOx, SOx, and PM emissions are not significant. For both hybrid options, only the SOx and PM 

𝑆emissions within ECA zones are not met. For hybrid option 2 this is easily solvable, since the ship 

can run solely on fuel cells in these zones (although with lower range and maximum speed). Hybrid 

option 1 cannot comply with the ECA regulations (without consideration of emission abatement). 

 

4.5. Best performing options 

 

The results of the past sections are combined to make a recommendation for the best performing 

combinations of fuel cell system and hybridization option. The used criteria were the newbuild price, 

total cost and compliance to the 2030 CO2 target and ECA regulations.  
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Table VIII: Recommendation for fuel cell powered ships 

 
 

  
(a) Full FC powered ship (a) Full FC powered ship 

  
b) Hybrid option 1 (FC for auxiliaries) b) Hybrid option 1 (FC for auxiliaries) 

  
(c) Hybrid option 2 (DG for transit) c) Hybrid option 2 (DG for transit) 

Fig.11: Normalized on-board emissions for CO, 

CO2, NOx, SOx, and PM over lifetime of 

the average ship with a conventional 

system and with the selected fuel cell 

systems. The CO2 ambition levels for 

2030 and 2050 by IMO are also shown in 

the figures, IMO (2018a). 

Fig.12: Normalized on-board emissions for NOx, 

SOx  and PM over lifetime of ship for 

conventional system and selected fuel cell 

systems. Compared with NOx, SOx  and 

PM regulations inside and outside ECA 

zones, IMO (2020a,b). 

 

All options using hybrid option 1 are discarded since hybrid option 2 always performed slightly better 

than hybrid option 1. On top of that, hybrid option 2 has the additional advantage that it can operate 

solely on fuel cells. The six best performing options are selected and stated in Table VII. These will 

be used for a sensitivity analysis in the next section. Although a ranking is provided, the most 

recommended option is very case dependent. MeOH fueled LT-PEMFC combined with hybrid option 

2 results in the lowest increase in newbuild price. LNG fueled LT-PEMFC in combination with 

hybrid option 2 results in the lowest increase in total cost (newbuild price and fuel cost. 

 

5. Sensitivity analysis 

 

For the 6 best performing options of Table VIII, a sensitivity analysis method of Sargent (2010) was 

used. The input values are systematically varied to determine the model’s behavior. 
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5.1. Variation of operational requirements 

 

The endurance of the transit operation is varied. It is important to determine the model’s behavior for 

different endurances to see whether the selection of best performing options would be different for 

other operational requirements. Especially, since some fuel cell systems are more costly per kW 

installed power and others are more costly per kWh generated energy, which was clearly visible in 

Table I. The design speed is kept constant, meaning the variation influences the size of the fuel 

storage but not the size of the power plant, since the latter is related to the required power. The speed 

during the transit operation is also kept constant. Consequently, the transit range scales proportionally 

with the endurance. 

 

 
Fig.13: Increase in total cost (compared with a conventional ship with equal requirements) for 

different endurance requirements of the transit operation. 

 

 
Fig.14: Increase in total cost (compared with a conventional ship with equal requirements) for 

different capacity requirements 
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In Fig.13, the total increase in cost is varied over the transit endurance requirement. The total increase 

in cost consists of the newbuild price of the ship and the fuel cost. Time value of money and finance 

cost are not taken into account. The green line and purple line cross, meaning between these options, 

the best performer on total increase in cost is dependent on the transit endurance. For the other options 

there is no interdependence for different endurance requirements. For all considered endurances, the 

same conclusion is found regarding the best performing option as was presented in section 4: hybrid 

option 2 with 𝐿𝑁𝐺 fueled LT-PEMFC results in the lowest increase in total cost. 

 

5.2. Variation of capacity requirements 

 

In this section the size of the conventional ship (in GT) is varied in order to see whether some fuel cell 

systems and hybrid options perform differently for different ship sizes. The size of the ship (GT) is 

driven by the capacity of the ship (PAX) and they were linearly linked in the model since the luxury 

level is kept constant.  

 

In Fig.14, the resulting total increase in cost is shown for varying GT. In general, the increase in total 

cost is higher for larger ships. For all considered GT the same order of performance was found as 

presented in Fig.10. None of the lines cross, meaning the best fuel cell and hybrid strategy for a 

certain ship in terms of total cost is not dependent on the ship size. For all considered GT, the same 

conclusion is found regarding the best performing option as was presented in section 4: hybrid option 

2 with 𝐿𝑁𝐺 fueled LT-PEMFC results in the lowest increase in total cost. 

 

6. Conclusion & recommendations 

 

Based on the results of this study it is concluded that:  

 

i) Depending on the fuel cell system and hybridization strategy, the increase in ship size (in 

GT) ranges from 2% to 21% for an average ship (with respect to the reference ships).  

ii) Depending on the fuel cell system, the increase in newbuild price compared to a 

conventional ship is 36% to 97% for a full fuel cell powered expedition cruise ship and 

20% to 63% for the considered hybrid options. Depending on the fuel cell system, the 

increase in total cost compared to a conventional ship is 12% to 275% for a full fuel cell 

powered expedition cruise ship and 2% to 200% for the considered hybrid options.  

iii) iii) Hybrid option 1 (fuel cell for auxiliaries) is inferior to hybrid option 2 (DG to support 

in transit) in terms of cost, emissions and complying with ECA regulations.  

iv) iv) Hybrid option 2 with 𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻 fueled LT-PEMFC offers the lowest percentage increase 

in newbuild price for expedition cruise ships, which is under 25% for an average ship.  

v) Hybrid option 2 with 𝐿𝑁𝐺 fueled LT-PEMFC offers the lowest percentage increase in 

total cost over ship the ship lifetime (including fuel cost) for expedition cruise ships, 

which is under 5% for an average ship. For the six best performing combinations, Table 

VIII, of fuel cell system and hybridization option, the range, endurance and capacity 

requirements are systematically varied to determine whether the choice of the best option 

depends on these requirements.  

 

It was confirmed that conclusion v) still holds for a large range of endurances and ship sizes. 

Consequently, it was concluded that the choice of the fuel cell system from a total cost perspective 

should not depend on the range requirements and the size of the ship.  

 

From a newbuild price perspective, hybrid option 2 with MeOH fueled LT-PEMFC is recommended. 

This does comply with NOx, SOx and PM regulations (including ECA zones) and CO2 goals for 2030. 

From a total cost (new build price and fuel cost) perspective, hybrid option 2 with LNG fueled LT-

PEMFC is recommended. This does comply with NOx, SOx and PM regulations (including ECA 

zones), but does not meet CO2 goals for 2030. When it is desired to reach this CO2 target, hybrid 

option 2 with MeOH fueled LT-PEMFC is also recommended from a total cost perspective. 
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Finally, it must be noted that no optimal fuel cell system or hybridization strategy can be pointed out. 

The fuel cell system and hybridization strategy selection are very dependent on the requirements of 

the customer (cruise line). The cruise line might prefer a ship with a lower newbuild price because it 

is easier to finance or the customer might even require a full fuel cell powered ship, because the cruise 

line needs full ship performance in ECA zones. For this reason, the proposed method is very useful, 

because it can be used to evaluate and compare the different options for different designs require-

ments. 
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